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MOOD BOOSTERS

Depressed? Stressed out? Thinking about going the Prozac route? Want anatural
alternative?

Here are some methods being used to treat depression without prescription
drugs.

Acupuncture-Strategically placed needles help regulate the flow of energy
throughout the body improving the functions of all systems. Some studies show that
acupuncture helps relieve depression. The American Academy of Medical
Acupuncture (800-521-2262) can send you alist of physicians who use acupuncture
for such problems.

Hypericum/St. John's Wort-Little research has been done in the United States
about St. John^s Wort, but German studies have touted the herb's powers in fighting
depression. It is currently the most popular herb used to treat moderate depression,
and IS considered to be as effective as synthetic drugs. St. John's Wort users also
report fewer side effects than those experienced with synthetic antidepressants.

Exercise-Therapists generally agree that regular exercise helps relieve depres
sion. Studies have shown that even moderate exercise has benefits. People who are
depressed rarely want to work out, so joining an exercise program where you can
get guidance andencouragement is advised.

Nutrition-Supr, alcohol and caffeine cause mood swings, so eliminating them
can help to stabilize moods. Depression is often caused or exacerbated by haywire
blood sugar levels caused by poor eating habits, so getting sound nutritional advice
can help chase away the blues. ♦
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• Make straightforward sug
gestions. If you really think
it'll help, suggest'^that your
friend try to talk it but with his
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• Be understanding. Even if
your friend gets angrywhile
he's telling you about his bad
mood, be sympathetic, under
standing and consoling.;Being
harsh and making accusations
won't help. -

• Change the scene. If your
friend doesn't seem to want to
talk where he is, suggest a
change of scenery.

Ask him to take a walk with,
: you or suggest going for lunch
3 or a drink together.
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